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introduction
The Cité plays host to a number of different temporary exhibitions every year on the theme
of architecture and the city.
Having Jean-Marc Thévenet, former Director of the Angoulême International Comics Festival, organize
an exhibition on the theme of the city and comics was a tremendous opportunity for the Cité to become
involved in a form of creative and artistic expression that not only has great public appeal, but also has
obvious links with the world of architecture and urban development.
The city fascinates comic strip artists. Indeed some, like François Schuiten, make it their primary source
of inspiration and many use it as a framework, a stage, a means of expressing their perception
of contemporary urban reality and their dreams of better cities.
Comic strip artists have documented the milestones of the 20th century and modern times and we thought
it would be particularly interesting to present these works in chronological order, though a few ‘jumps’ in
time have been taken in order to highlight close relationships and affinities between authors of different
generations. New York, Paris and Tokyo are cities that are particularly inspirational for comic books
and this is reflected in the exhibition.
The innovative scenography, designed by Projectiles (winners of the “Young Architects Award”) offers
an entertaining opportunity to wander around a mysterious maze where 150 comic book authors
and 350 works are presented.
In perfect counterpoint to these works, Francis Rambert, Director of the Institut Français d’Architecture,
has chosen a selection of sketches, drafts and plans of cities, public buildings and villas – utopias drawn by
some of the greatest architects since the beginning of the 20th century – which effortlessly create a dialogue
between architecture and comic strip art and highlights the influence of the “9th art” on architects as well
as the profound similarity of their imagined realities.
François de Mazières
Chairman of the Cité de l’architecture & du patrimoine

Le Promeneur, Jirô Taniguchi
© Casterman 2008 Taniguchi/Kusumi
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CO-CUR ATORS FR ANCIS R AMBERT AND
JEAN-MARC THÉVENET GIVE US THEIR INSIGHT
INTO THE EXHIBITION
First and foremost, let’s lay down some relevant historical reference points : when did
comic strip art embrace the city and when did architecture embrace this form
of expression ?
JMT : As far as comic strip art is concerned, the first real depictions of the city appeared in the Sunday
pages of American newspapers. People appreciated this very popular form of entertainment and a
particular favourite is New Yorker Winsor McCay’s Little Nemo character, created in 1905. McCay was
fascinated by the burgeoning urban development at the turn of the century, despite the foundation period
of the city by pioneers being long gone.
FR : The direct influence of comic book art on architecture became evident in the 1960s with the
publication of the Archigram magazine created by the group of the same name. The first fictional world
of imaginary cities, however, can be found in the visionary drawings of Virgilio Marchi and Antonio
Sant’Elia, a young architect of the futurist movement. As early as the turn of the 20th century, when trams
and animal-drawn carts were still very much the norm, Marchi was drawing ideal contemporary cities
depicting dynamic, mobile concepts.

Little Nemo, Winsor McCay, 1907
© Peter Maresca and Sunday Press Books

Bringing up father, George McManus
© Galerie 9ème art, Paris 1939
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What does the illustrated city
exhibition set out to accomplish ?
JMT : The exhibition brings together two
different types of creative professionals,
architects and comic strip artists, who
are fundamentally and above all true
visionaries. The comic strip has portrayed
the future with surprising insight. The
works produced by Enki Bilal or François
Schuiten and Benoît Peeters over the last
twenty years are proof of that.
This exhibition is also a testimonial to
how that insight has evolved. Opinions
and approaches have changed. Certain
considerations, like their meditations on
utopias, belong to the past. The voyage,
the travel diary, their understanding of the
city, the importance of urban décor are
highlighted by the prism of intimacy. Also,
other lands such as Asia and of course the
former eastern block countries are being
explored.

L’étrange cas du docteur
Abraham, Schuiten
© Casterman.
Schuiten/Peeters 1987

FR : We are constantly being told that there are no more utopias, but we something to dream of, we need
to be able to project ourselves into fictional worlds. This exhibition shows that the urban fiction worlds
explored by comic strip artists and architects actually cross paths and sometimes even dialogue. Amidst
these brief interconnections in a world overrun by screens, tribute has to be paid to freehand drawing.
Take Mies van der Rohe’s iconical Friedrichstrasse project drawings, for example, or Hugh Ferris’ tower
drawings that transport us into the city of our dreams. And Hans Hollein’s aircraft carrier integrated into
a landscape that embarks us on a trip to a radical yet fantasy world.

Why exclude comic strip art when exploring the relationship between art and architecture?
JMT : Until recently comic book art was considered as a popular genre on a level with science fiction,
thrillers and fantasy fiction novels. Art Spiegelman, creator of Maus and à l’ombre des tours mortes recalls :
“popular art leaves no mark on the memory”. There was a time when no major artistic or cultural event
featured comic books – they were dismissed as trivial and something of a cottage industry. Those days are
gone and comic strip narrative style is now actually a reference. The comic strip has become a mainstream
communication form even outside the field of comic books. It has an established historical base and a
framework (authors, graphical trends…) that are now becoming references in their own right.
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FR : Obviously, with directors like Godard, Antonioni and Wenders, the film media has been an
invaluable source of inspiration for architects. At the same time, the strong visuals of comic strips, rather
than any intrinsic reference value, have influenced the way in which some architects present their work.
I can give two or three examples : the Danish group BIG who published a book entitled Yes is More, An
Archicomic on Architectural Evolution, which is a take on well-known comics and super heros. The super
hero in this book is Bjarke Ingels, an architect who appears on almost every page and explains what he is
doing as if he were talking at a conference, except that here the media is an album. Swiss architects Herzog
and de Meuron also opted for a comic strip presentation to present their MetroBasel urban project,
complete with frames and speech bubbles. They even took stills of Belmondo and Seberg from a Godard
film and inserted them into a metropolitan setting. We could also mention Koolhaas’s Content album,
which is a cross between a book and a magazine. Louis Paillard, Stéphane Maupin or Andres Jacque,
a young architect from Madrid, are other architects who have used comic strip formats for their work.
Although the exhibition is not intended for children, let’s not forget Tison and Taylor’s famous Barbapapa
family, inspired by an urban experience in Le Vaudreuil carried out by the Atelier de Montrouge, and
which actually serves as a medium for raising awareness about architectural concerns.

What is the famous libertarian group Archigram’s vision of the city, given that their
architectural designs clearly drew on the graphic traditions of comic art ?
FR : The group published a series of comic-strip style magazines Archigram 1, 2, 3, 4, in which they
developed new visions on what urban life and society might be like in the future. Projects including
Walking City and Plug-in City depicted omnipresent machines, a mechanical and indeed high-tech, yet
happy environment in drawings inspired by Pop Art. Those were fabulous times when utopias were born.
Alternative groups flourished, like the Haus-Rucker-Co collective in Vienna. Then there was Claude
Parent’s phenomenal projects including the spiral City and the cone-shaped City and the raised platforms
of Yona Friedman’s Spatial City project.
JMT : The first issue of Archigram appeared in 1961, embracing a deliberately utopian vision that
could only find scope for expression in the Pop Art-inspired comic strip art form. The early 1960s was a
period of optimism fuelled by the impetus of Expo 58 whose success was mainly due to an aesthetically
innovative take on everyday objects (transport, clothing, design) and very real visions of what life in the
future would be like, with a range of exhibitions devoted to the theme of ‘living in the year 2000’. Belgian
authors adopted this aesthetic approach, though in a less contemporary manner than Archigram. This can
be seen, to name but a few, in Franquin’s Les Pirates du silence and Will’s Les Aventures de Tif et Tondu.

Projet utopique de ville oblique, «Les spirales» - Ponts III, perspective, Claude Parent, 1982
© Collection DAF/ Cité de l’architecture & du patrimoine, archives d’architecture
du XXe siècle
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Can comic strips be used as a tool to put across certain ideas, like Rem Koolhaas’s Euralille
drawings that are captioned “against the fear of towers” and designed in the style of
Spanish artist Mariscal?
FR : Koolhaas didn’t use conventional mediums to portray the radically hypermodern Euralille city
complex, intended more as a generic hub in a European network rather than merely a place of local
identity. The architect has taken a humoristic approach to this enormous project that is conceived as an
urban laboratory on the theme of congestion, speed and the “turbo-city” concept. Moreover, it is a patent
attempt to seek the approval of the public: only specialists can decipher architects’ plans. The idea behind
using comic strip vocabulary is to show that buildings will be alive with energy. That’s what the scenario
presentation is all about – just like a Loustal or Bilal album…
JMT : On the surface, comic strips are a popular art form and represent the ideal medium for reaching
a public audience. However, in reality, this art form is acknowledged for its ability to anticipate future
trends and portray current situations. Comic strips are always a today medium. Their great narrative
flexibility is a major asset. In addition, as this exhibition demonstrates, there is a close relationship
between architects and comic strip artists, as if, at least for the most visionary among them, they share a
common genetic code. Comic book art and architecture often cross paths. Jean Nouvel involved comic
book authors in a retrospective of his work. Philippe Druillet and Claude Parent have broached the
subject of perhaps working together on future projects

La maison de verre,
Jacques de Loustal
© Jacques de Loustal 2007

How many plates will be exhibited?
JMT : 350 works will be on display. The aim of the exhibition is not to provide an exhaustive review
or an encyclopaedic vision of the art form, but rather to present a selection of the most significant and
representative works of the last century. The exhibition is not a mere documentation of architectural
design, but an exploration of imaginary urban landscapes. In view of this, Tokyo is voluntarily represented
from a more European angle in the works of Frédéric Boilet or those of Taniguchi, who is Japanese but
writes narrative with a decidedly western flavour. It became essential to show the mood of the city as in
the works of Ceesepe, Spanish author and one of the symbols of the ‘Movida’ movement of the early
eighties. In response to Ceesepe, are the works of Benjamin, a young Chinese author from a different
century. The 20th century Movida has yielded way to an apocalyptic vision of 21st century metropolises.
The ultimate aim is to present comic strips that take inspiration in various, unexpected medias: paintings,
video clips. Each work conveys its own individual meaning and message. The polished graphic talents of
certain authors sit side by side with more impressionist works that are essential to our comprehension of
the ties that exist between comic strip art and illustrated cities.
FR : Almost a hundred architectural documents will form part of this dialogue of artistic creativity,
including several very special works such as James Wines’ “Highrise of Homes” which is a critical
approach to architecture and urban planning. Wines, who is the founder of the SITE group, draws a
high-rise residential complex with individual houses with gardens on every level. Why couldn’t we have a
house in the city ? This drawing is representative of a sociological and urban reality. It raises the question
of innovative, utopian vision, which is of particular interest. Through their imaginary visions of urban
life, comic strip artists are telling a story. Sometimes this story is pure invention. Indeed, architects often
use comic strip art to inject a futuristic dimension to their projects. Jacques Rougerie’s book Habiter la
mer is a genuine comic strip album inspired by Jules Verne. The architect used comic strip art to tell a
fictional, futuristic story about the discovery of an underwater world. One can recall Patrice Novarina, an
architect who enjoys dabbling with panels and speech bubbles, submitting a proposal for the Babelsberg
development project (the Potsdam cinema studios where The Blue Angel was filmed) in comic strip form.
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What can you tell us about Projectiles’ scenography?
FR : The scenography is extremely flexible, punctuated with a succession of different rhythms. The
challenge was to avoid repetitive displays of small plates. The scenography has been arranged to that the
walls appear to be mobile. Large format documents have been placed aside small drawings. There will also
be events on the theme of Pierre Chareau’s Glass House. Antoine Mathon, great-grandson of the famous
Parisian house’s original owner and client has asked four artists (Loustal, Jean-Claude Götting, André
Juillard and François Avril) to give their take on a fragment of the history of this architectural masterpiece.
There is an intermingling, not a confrontation of references. Architecture draws inspiration from comic
strip art, and comic strip art draws inspiration from architecture.
JMT : The scenographers were faced with a double challenge: rhythm and light. Both elements are
essential for a comic book exhibition to be successful. The use of varied graphics and the format of the
plates are, over the duration of an exhibition, important factors in making the experience pleasurable
for visitors. Exhibiting original artwork in this case was the obvious choice, however the role of the
scenographers was to make the presentation less museum-like and more contemporary, so enlargements
of plates and panels are used to vary the visual rhythm and offer a new approach on a number of works.
Most authors spontaneously agreed to have their works englarged.

Savior, Benjamin
© Xiao Pan 2010

The city themes focus mainly on New York and Japan, but are we witnessing a move
towards other emerging metropolises?
FR : Yes, but that’s a normal phenomenon. Our attention is always attracted to where the buzz is, for
example the mushrooming cities of China. It is interesting to see that the iconic architecture that is
popping up all over China is already extremely present in comic strip art. A good example would be Zou
Jian, the Chinese author who has already depicted the big arch of Rem Koolhaas’s CCTV tower in his
Beijing Chronicles. These remarkable architectural works have made a huge impact on urban space and
have consequently made their way into stories. Having said that, there will always be stories in New
York’s Brooklyn district, that Paul Auster is so fond of, that are waiting to be illustrated and that have
already been adapted by David Mazzucchelli.
JMT: The comic strip community is fuelled by young authors that are in touch with their time. China
is definitely one of the emerging comic strip continents, and India will shortly be following suit. For a
long time China happily churned out sketchbooks for mass audiences that copied, illegally of course,
the adventures of Tintin. Comic strip art was considered as decadent and took a long time to develop.
In opening up to the world, comic strip art has been ‘decompartmentalized’ and no longer has an
ethnocentric vision. It is no longer Franco-Belgian or American or Asian, it covers all continents.
Mediums like blogs encourage cross-border and cross-cultural exchanges that reinforce the dynamics of
comic strip art in its most international form.
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Is the chaos of urban life, a theme that fascinates architects,
depicted in Japanese comic art?
JMT: The chaos of urban life is universal in comic strip art! The city and its ability to be a source of stress
is omnipresent in certain manga presented here such as Tekkon Kinkreet by Matsumoto and 20th Century
Boys by Urasawa as well as in the reinterpretation of Fritz Lang’s Metropolis by the grand Japanese master
Tezuka. Chaos can take many forms: there is the physical chaos depicted in manga or certain modern
comics that make American metropolises look like they are in the middle of a civil war. Perhaps it would
be more appropriate to say pressure rather than chaos. But a psychological pressure suffered by a hero who
is more often than not dominated by the environment in which they live. This is a concept that is clearly
defined in the works of authors such as Chris Ware, Adrian Tomine and Daniel Clowes to name but a few
FR : In some comic strips, what is important is that the main character is roaming in a city – the actual
city need never be explicitly mentioned, like in Sofia Coppola’s Lost In Translation. In architecture, the
portrayal of urban landscapes requires precision. Cinema, comic strip art and architecture can intertwine
in many ways, and evidence of this is the importance of the storyboard in the works of directors like Terry
Gilliam and Jean-Jacques Beineix, the same tool that architects use to illustrate cities for competitions and
publications. The ultimate aim of the exhibition is to show that these disciplines mutually overlap, that
they are not self-contained.

Has information technology had as great an impact on comic strip art as it has had
on architecture and urban development?
JMT : Information technology has enabled artists to radically increase the input in comic strip creation.
Artists need no longer do with just a plate. They can divide up the story into a succession of images. The
sequential nature of comic strip art has changed as a result. Each individual panel of a composition can be
read as a whole. An emerging theory in comic strip art is that it can be read as much as it can be looked
at. This vision is broached in the last part of the exhibition that covers the subject of new outlets for comic
strip art. The use of information technology brings us closer to other mediums, such as video games,
which are embracing new graphic technologies. The influence of these strong visuals can be seen in newgeneration comics or other more personal works.
FR : Whatever graphic evolution takes place, the drawings will always be a visual critique of the city:
Tardi who always focuses on the Haussmann buildings of the old town, Sempé who has just published a
truly poetic book about New York (you can really tell he loves that town)… in this case it is an endearing
critique. Then there are more severe critiques like that of Reiser who addresses the issue of architecture.
JMT : …every small part ends up being part of a whole, one single vision of the city: “isn’t that how men
live?”
Interview by Sophie Trelcat
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SYNOPSIS
OF THE EXHIBITION
ONCE UPON A TIME THERE WAS
WINSOR MC CAY… 1900 – 1958
Windsor McCay and his heirs
The exhibition begins with Winsor McCay, the master
of the “9 th art”, whose great fascination for urban settings is portrayed in his works. Detroit, New York, Cincinnati and above all the Chicago World’s Fair of 1893
are Winsor McCays models. His Little Nemo character
wanders around the burgeoning buildings of the period
in the wonderful world of Slumberland. For decades
Winsor McCay haunted the imaginary worlds of artists
that we will find nearby in the exhibition, such as Jean
Philippe Bramanti and Marc-Antoine Mathieu.
New York
The first comic strips made their appearance in New
York at the end of the 19 th century in the New York
World and New York Journal, so it’s hardly surprising
that New York was the first iconic comic art city. The
exhibition will describe the fascination that generations
of American authors as well as European authors such
as George McManus, Alain St-Ogan, Hermann, Guarnido and Riad Satouff had for the city.
Super heroes are watching over the city
As comic strips became more and more popular and
were appearing in newspapers all over America and
abroad, artists began to be less explicit when drawing
the city they lived in so that any reader could identify
with it. This led to the creation of new mega-cities:
Batman’s Gotham City and Superman’s Metropolis are
perhaps the most emblematic.

1. The World Institute of Dream, Morpheus Street, Marc-Antoine Mathieu
© Marc-Antoine Mathieu - Les Impressions Nouvelles 2005
2. Arrête d’oublier de te souvenir, Peter Kuper
© éditions ça et là pour l’édition française 2009
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THE CONCEPT OF MODERNITY.
1958 - 1990
The World’s Fair of 1958 and the Belgian School
The Atomium was built for the Brussels World’s
Fair of 1958 and was hailed as a perfect symbol
of modern architecture. The Marcinelle School,
represented by the artists of the Spirou weekly
picked up on this design. Like André Franquin,
many of them are lovers of design and graphic
arts. Will and Tillieux worked on a reinterpretation of signs of modernity like furniture, cars and
suburbian houses and developed an aesthetic that
formed the basis of a plastic arts manifesto.
La Ligne claire
In 1977 Joost Swarte coined the phrase “Klare lijn” to
describe a graphic style that is based on simple linework.
Hergé, the creator of Tintin, is the symbolic pioneer of
this movement, distinguished by its use of clear, pure
lines and sparse backgrounds. This part of the exhibition
will be dedicated to cityscapes by the Belgian masters of
the comic strip and some of the artist they inspired.
Paris
Paris, where the imaginary has unlimited scope,
is the city most favoured by comic strip artists.
Many have made it central to their stories. For
instance, Dupuy-Berberian’s omnipresent “bobo”
Paris can be compared to Woody Allen’s Manhattan. Works of artists of various generations and
origins including Tardi, Jean-Claude Denis, Will
Eisner and Frederik Peeters will be presented in
this section.
Utopias
The 1960s nurtured visions of a new world,
a world of endless possibilities, which seemed even
more achievable with the conquest of space.
Artists like Archigram and Yona Friedman
imagined cities built on water, floating cities, cities
in the skies, mobile cities and cities that could be
dismantled. The 60s also saw the arrival
of so-called “adult” comics and authors of this
generation like Philippe Druillet, Mézières, Moebius and Schuiten were embracing the same
utopian notions.
The outer city
Comic strips, the popular art form par excellence, were quick to explore suburban settings, enabling them to provide their readers with contemporary stories they could truly identify with. The
genre flourished in the 1970s and 1980s with the emergence of suburban authors like Margerin and
his famous character Lucien and Stanislas, who portrays a more serene picture of the suburbs.
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1. Le cimetière des éléphants,
Chaland © Chaland 1984
2. L’incal Noir, Tome 1,
Moebius © Moebius 1980

E COMIC BOOK HITS THE ROAD. 1990…
Top cities
In the 1990s, a new form of comic strip appears.
Freeing itself from imposed codes of action and adventure, the comic strip becomes more intimate and this
completely changes not only the way in which stories
are told, but also their relevance to the world as a whole
and how that is represented. The characters of these
comic strip shed the velocity typical of earlier comics
and take on a slower, more erratic attitude as if they are
at one with the environment in which they find themselves. Whether it be a specific housing estate, area,
building or room, the setting becomes the “protagonist” of the story. Chris Ware, Seth and Daniel Clowes
are the most emblematic American representatives of
this “movement”.

Tokyo
The strong economic growth of the 1980s was instrumental in making Tokyo the new showcase
of world architecture and culture. The development of manga as an expressive form was concomitant with the surge in popularity of Japanese culture and Tokyo, known for its extravagances, has
become the manga city par excellence. The exhibition will present two very distinct genres. Firstly
there will be urban chronicles by Taniguchi and the Boilet-Peeters duo which depict Tokyo in a
village-like, everyday, convivial way. Then there will be manga by Urasawa (20 th Century Boys)
and Matsumoto (Tekkon Kinkreet) that show a more behind-the-scenes vision and address social
issues, violence and chaos.
Imaginary or real travel diaries
As the title suggests, this section will be dedicated
to travel, or more precisely travel diaries – a genre in
itself – but also to tales of travel, like Guy Delisle’s
account of Pyong Yang and Pascal Rabaté’s depiction
of Johannesburg. Other authors including Golo and
Jacques Ferrandez will be presented. Although their
works may not necessarily be actual travel dairies, their
often autobiographical stories nonetheless embark the
reader on a voyage.

1. Silent Blanket, Gabriella Giandelli
© Gabriella Giandelli 1994
2. Colibri, Guillaume Trouillard
© Editions de la Cerise 2007
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Exploring new lands
The chronological sequence of the exhibition will culminate in a presentation that showcases the
revival of comic strip art. Another form of narration and approach to drawing, supported by
publishing houses like l’Association or Frémok, has developed over the last few years. It has been
guided by interdisciplinary creativity. Ilan Manouach will present his hitherto unpublished work
on American cityscapes alongside artwork by Francesc Ruiz and Armelle Caron (Villes bien
rangées). Alongside this will be displayed works by Chinese and Korean artists that illustrate the
emergence of comic strip art in these countries.

L’Atelier Rossignol, Emmanuel Guibert
© Idem, Paris 2005

Le chantier de la tour CCTV in Chroniques de Pékin,
Zou Jian © Xiao Pan 2008

Contre la bande dessinée, Jochen Gerner
© L’Association 2008
Le saut in Chroniques de Pékin, Lu Ming
© Xiao Pan 2008
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Post - scriptum
Jean Nouvel and comic book art
Jean Nouvel called upon comic strip authors to contribute to an exhibition of his works in the
Louisiana museum (Denmark) in 2005. The brief was to interpret urban scenarios in Valence,
Lisbon and Paris that were not yet built, or indeed never would be.
In a comic strip, story, time and narrative are translated into space. It enables the reader to follow
the action and the story line as it develops.
In architecture, space, when it is built, is also narrative.
Given that the spaces Jean Nouvel wanted to depict were nothing more than virtual environments,
who better than comic strip artists, with their own specific concept of space-time constraints,
could interpret this ?
The Hergé museum : Joost Swarte / Christian de Portzamparc
Inaugurated in 2009, the Hergé museum in Louvain (Belgium) is a truly unique achievement as it
is the only museum in the world dedicated to the life and work of a comic strip artist. Documents
(texts and drawings) supplied by Joost Swarte, the Hergé museum’s interior designer, and a mockup of the building by Christian de Portzampac will be presented.
Villemolle: The Requins Marteaux tourist office or ghost town
Villemolle is a “work in progress” that began in 2008 with a
feature-length film by comic strip artist Winshluss (co-director
of Perspepolis). Run by a megalomaniac mayor, Villemolle is an
imaginary village that plays host to the most outrageous cultural
events. The 2009 “Le Syndicat d’initiative de Villemolle” exhibition was an ironic take on the visual codes used by regional
tourist offices. At the request of the Cité de l’architecture, the
adventure continues - the Requins Marteaux group will be
presenting architectural projects commissioned by the mayor of
Villemolle at the exhibition. The aim is to show how the village
is changing and evolving and consequently give us an indication
of what the future has in store for rural urbanisation.
Villemolle
© Winshluss 2009

Along the same lines : Façade architecture, comic strip façades
In this part, a parallel is drawn between the construction
of a comic strip plate and the construction of a building façade. The vertical, rectangular shape
of a plate with horizontal bands and small panels does bear a striking resemblance to the façade
of a 3- or 4-storey building. Examples of “architecturalised” plates and drawings of façades
illustrate this theory.
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Glass House : La Maison de Verre by Pierre Charreau
Designed by architect-decorator Pierre Charreau and architect Bernard Bijvoet, La Maison de
Verre was built in Paris between 1928 and 1931 for Doctor Dalsace and is Charreau’s major work.
Jacques de Loustal, Jean-Claude Götting, Ted Benoit and André Juillard have compiled portfolio
of comic strip art based on this work and it will be presented in its entirety for the very first time at
the exhibition along with archive documents and furniture designed by Pierre Charreau.
City Calendars
For 20 years, the Parisian creative studio “Vue sur la Ville” has been producing a calendar on
the theme of the city that is illustrated by comic strip artists and illustrators. For this particular
occasion, the encounter of the city with comic strip art has been presented in the form of a roll of
wallpaper with the 240 designs printed on it.
Les garde-fous versus Les 7 sept couleurs du noir
Les gardes-fous is an album published by Frédéric Bézian in 2007. It tells the story of a couple, both
editors, who find themselves alone in a spacious, modern villa on the edge of a lake. This work is
relevant to the exhibition as the villa in question was designed by architect Olivier Bézian, the
author’s brother. Les 7 couleurs de noir by Swiss architect and designer Pierre-Alain Bertola comes
in support of the Frédéric Bézian work. Almost twenty years earlier, Pierre-Alain Bertola created
and designed a story with similar architectural implications.
La Ville Rouge by Michaël Matthys
Michaël Matthys is a Belgian author who writes about his hometown of Charleroi of which he says:
“Charleroi is a fantastic city. It’s an industrial city and that’s what makes it so beautiful. There’s
always something to see”. So La Ville Rouge is all about Charleroi. It was drawn with ox blood
sourced by Michaël Matthys from the city abattoirs. As the story unfolds, Matthys treads the
streets, visits warehouses, scans sidewalks, trains and cars and, through his solitary wanderer
vision, leads us through a labyrinth of stories, made up of faces and places, and loses us in a maze
of images that give a very cinematographic feel to his work.
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SCENOGR APHICAL DESIGN
By their very nature, comic strips lend themselves freely to interpreting both concrete concepts
and imaginary worlds. Facts, situations, landscapes can either be faithfully represented or distorted
with unbridled imagination. This avant-garde medium constantly explores the limits of the twodimensional art. In a quest for space and time, comic strip art overrides the limits of the album.
Exhibiting the city illustrated is a three-dimensional act.
The scenographical design features a sensitive membrane that is held in place by a scaffold-like
structure that is then stretched and pulled to reveal curves and indents. Original plates, mock-ups,
enlargements, films, sound and light are inserted into the soft flowing lines of the membrane.
The membrane eventually disappears, leaving the bare structure and projects.
The exhibition ends with a conference where the visitor becomes the inhabitant of the structure.
Atelier Projectiles

© Projectiles
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EXHIBITION EXTR A S
Catalogue
Archi & BD. La ville dessinée
Architecture & comics. The city, illustrated
Exhibition catalogue co-edited by the Cité de l’architecture and Monografik
256 pages, 250 illustrations / Price : 39 €

FOR YOUNG VISITORS
« Paris-Tokyo, villes en morceaux »
“Paris-Tokyo, cities in bits and pieces”
Exhibition-workshop for 6-12 year-olds (not available from 28 June to 9 July inclusive), from 9 June to 28 November
2010 - Open daily (except Tuesdays) from 2pm to 6pm, Museum/ galerie des moulages – Salle Viollet-le-Duc
This exhibition-workshops runs in conjunction with the “Archi&BD” exhibition and offers visitors the opportunity
to create their own city plans using Armelle Caron’s plans as inspiration. Florent Chavouet, a young comic strip
artist, presents his personal vision of Tokyo in drawings he sketched on his visits there.Exposition présentée par la
Exhibition presented by the Cité de l’architecture & du patrimoine / Public Department - Admission free for children
accompanying a paying adult.

1. Tokyo Sanpo © Florent Chavouet
2. Plan de Paris © Armelle Caron

« Paris-Tokyo, villes en morceaux »
“Paris-Tokyo, cities in bits and pieces”
From 9 June to 28 November 2010 (not available from 28 June to 31 August inclusive) / Wednesdays, Saturdays and
Sundays at 3.30pm. Duration: 1½ hours / Price: 8 € / No bookings necessary, tickets can be purchased at the ticket office
in the main hall on the day or in advance for a chosen date. Limited places available.

GUIDED TOURS OF THE EXHIBITION
Wednesdays at 3.30pm from 16 June to 28 November (not available from 18 July to 31 August 2010 inclusive)
This tour with commentary will aid in better understanding the dialogue between the city, architecture and comic
strip art. It is an opportunity to see the many interactions of these imaginary realms from the invention of the
comic strip to today, and mainly presents three big cities: New York, Paris and Tokyo.
Tickets can be purchased at the ticket office in the main hall on the day or in advance for a chosen date. Group and
foreign language tours can be booked for other days and times (languages available include English, German, Spanish,
Italian) – for more information see www.citechaillot.fr

AUDIOVISUAL PROGRAMME
An audiovisual presentation of “Architectural Footage” that has been specially created for the exhibition and
combines fictional feature films, documentaries and animation films is open to the public and will be screened in
the Cité’s auditorium from the month of October 2010 onwards.
The programme is currently being finalised and will be posted on www.citechaillot.fr

FOR MORE INFORMATION SEE - WWW.CITECHAILLOT.FR AND AS OF THE END OF APRIL
2010 SEE THE SPECIAL EXHIBITION SITE WWW.ARCHIETBD.CITECHAILLOT.FR FOR
INTERVIEWS WITH THE ARTISTS, EXCLUSIVE NEWS, NEW UNPUBLISHED PLATES…
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CREDITS
Exhibition designed and created by the Cité de l’architecture & du patrimoine / Institut français de l’architecture
Cité de l’architecture & du patrimoine
François de Mazières, Chairman of the Cité de l’architecture & du patrimoine
Anne-Marie Le Guével, Associate General Manager
Francis Rambert, Director of the Institut français d’architecture (IFA)
Curated by
[BD] Jean-Marc Thévenet, with the assistance of Lucile Rives
[ARCHI] Francis Rambert, Director of the Institut français d’architecture (IFA)
Production and general coordination
IFA Production Department
Myriam Feuchot, Department Manager
Delphine Dollfus, Marion Zirk, Project Managers
Alexandre Ragois, 20th Century Architecture Archives Centre, IFARéalisation de l’exposition
Exhibition Design
Scenography
Atelier Projectiles - Reza Azard, Daniel Meszaros and Hervé Bouttet
Project Manager: Jean-Benoît Vétillard, with the assistance of Sana Frini
Graphics
Panni Demeter and Frédéric de Brugada
Editorials and Editorial coordination
Isabelle Blumet
Production
Jonathan Deledicq, IFA Production Department
Communication, Cité de l’architecture & du patrimoine
Jean-Marie Guinebert, Direction of communication and cooperation
Guillaume Lebigre, Artistic Director
Noémie Barral, Graphic designer
Agostina Pinon, Cité Press Relations, in collaboration with
Valérie Samuel and Arnaud Pain, Opus 64
Development and Patronage, Cité de l’architecture & du patrimoine
Guillaume de la Broïse, Development Director
édition
Monografik / Cité de l’architecture & du patrimoine, June 2010
Éditions Monografik: Christophe Le Gac, Editorial Director
Exhibition Directors: Jean-Marc Thévenet and Francis Rambert
Graphic Design: Guillaume Lebigre with the assistance of Caroline Sultan
L’exposition a bénéficié
The Cité internationale de la bande dessinée et de l’image (Angoulême) who made a number of original plates belonging
to the comic strip museum available to us.
The generous support of over a hundred public institutions, private collectors, comic strip artists and editors
who generously loaned works
The support of R ATP Transport, Métrobus and the FNAC
Media support: AMC, Beaux Arts Magazine, ELLE Décoration, Evene.fr, L’Express, France Télévisions, France Info,
Le Journal du Dimanche, Le Journal de Mickey, Les Inrockuptibles, Métro, La Tribune
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